In MRI, the Larmor precession frequency ω(x, y, z) = γB(x, y, z) of the proton spins in the position-dependent magnetic field B(x, y, z) frequency-and phase-encodes the proton density distribution into a magnetic signal that is subsequently decoded to form an image 4 (γ is the magnetogyric ratio). In clinical MRI machines 4 the strength of the applied homogeneous static magnetic field B 0 = B 0 ẑ is typically 1.5 T. There has been recent interest, however, in systems operating in magnetic fields of the order of 10 -4
prepolarizing 19 the spins at a much higher field, or by hyperpolarization techniques using lasers 20 , dynamic nuclear polarization 21, 22 or parahydrogen-induced polarization 23 . The loss of signal amplitude inherent in Faraday-Law detection is mitigated by detecting the nuclear magnetization with either a Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (SQUID) 9 or an atomic magnetometer 24 , both of which respond to the magnetic flux itself, rather than its time rate of change. Regardless of the magnitude of B 0 , all currently used imaging processes involve the superposition of magnetic field gradients on a static field to impose spatial variations of the total field across the subject or sample. In the zero static field regime reported here, conventional MRI gradients are unable to encode the spins along a given direction and Fourier encoding breaks down.
In conventional MRI techniques, the applied magnetic field gradients are assumed to be linear and unidirectional so that the field due to gradients is given by B(x, y, z) = (G x x + G y y + G z z) ẑ , where G x = ∂B z /∂x, G y = ∂B z /∂y, and G z = ∂B z /∂z are constants 4 . As an example, B(x, y, z) = G z z ẑ is shown in Fig. 1a . In reality, however, such idealized gradients are forbidden by the Maxwell equations divB = curlB = 0 for any magnetic field B in free space. In fact, any gradient must be accompanied by concomitant gradients in at least one additional direction, as illustrated in Fig. 1b . At very low static fields the undesired gradient components perpendicular to B 0 induce severe, essentially intractable image distortions [5] [6] [7] . The degree of distortion is characterized by a parameter ε = GL/B 0 , where G is the magnitude of the field gradient and L is the image field of view (FOV) 7 . When ε << 1, the gradient fields can be approximated as unidirectional, The gradient field B(y, z) = (∂B y /∂y)y ŷ + (∂B z /∂z)z ẑ is turned on, and subsequently turned off nonadiabatically at time τ (point B). During this time interval, the spin precesses about B(y′, z′). The time τ is chosen to satisfy the requirement τ << 1/γG z L.
Consequently, the precession during the interval τ is small, and we can treat it as the sum of precessions around ẑ and ŷ : δ z = γ(∂B z /∂z)z'τ around ẑ (Fig. 2b ) and δ y = γ(∂B y /∂y)y'τ around ŷ (Fig. 2c) . After the gradient pulse, a π pulse of uniform field Β π is applied along the z-axis with amplitude and duration adjusted to produce a precession angle of π around ẑ . This pulse flips the spin to the point C in Figs. 2b and 2c.
Subsequently, a second gradient pulse brings the spin to D, and a second π pulse to E.
This sequence of pulses produces a net precession of the spin about B z , but no net precession about B y . Thus, the two π pulses average out the components of field perpendicular to ẑ , leaving an effectively unidirectional gradient field B eff (y, z) = G z z ẑ .
To implement this sequence, it is convenient to define a "pulse unit" consisting of two gradient pulses and two π pulses. Clearly, the addition of subsequent pulse units increases the angle of precession about ẑ . After n pulse units, the gradient has been applied for a total time t n = 2nτ. Data are acquired at discrete values of k, namely
, using point-by-point detection in which each point in k-space is acquired in a separate experiment. After the final pulse unit, a small measurement field B m is turned on along the z-axis and the NMR signal from precession about this field is detected (Fig. 2d) . The Fourier transform of this real-valued signal produces a complexvalued peak in frequency space, yielding the real and imaginary parts of k(2nτ). After completing the acquisition, the k-space projection is Fourier transformed to obtain a onedimensional, real-space projection of the sample. Subsequently, we rotate the sample through an angle θ (<< π) and acquire another projection; the procedure is repeated until the range from 0º to 180º is covered. The image is reconstructed using filtered backprojection 4 .
The configuration of our experiment is shown in Fig. 3 and our results in Fig. 4 . Figure 4a shows the geometry of the phantom in an image acquired in a 9.4-T MRI system with a FOV of 23 mm. Figure 4b shows the image obtained with a gradient echo 6 sequence in an applied static field of 0.12 μT, corresponding to an NMR frequency of ~5
Hz, applied along the z-axis. The image was acquired using point-by-point detection (see Supplementary Information). We estimate ε > 6.5 (residual fields add to the applied static field). As expected, in this regime of strong concomitant gradients, Fourier encoding breaks down and the image bears no resemblance to the phantom [5] [6] [7] . We can generalize our zero-field technique to the case of a uniform ambient field B a , which imposes conditions on both the gradient and π pulses. For a given amplitude, the maximum gradient pulse duration is limited by the need to keep the precession angle small. In practice, though, we find that the zero-field sequence is quite robust-in the image shown in Fig. 4c , the maximum precession angle is approximately 65°. For a total field of 50 µT (approximately the Earth's field), an upper bound of 65° limits the maximum duration of the gradient pulse to about 85 µs (see Supplementary Information).
The presence of B a also affects the amplitude and duration of the π pulse. Components of 7 B a perpendicular to the π pulse induce errors by modifying the pulse amplitude and direction. To limit the error in the π pulse to less than 1%, the pulse amplitude must be approximately seven times the perpendicular component of B a . This requirement can be mitigated, however, by aligning the π pulse with B a . Components of B a parallel to the direction of the π pulse, B a (parallel), can be beneficial; the total field during the π pulse is
where B π (app) is the applied π pulse. Thus, if one aligns the system so that B π is parallel to (say) the Earth's field to within about 8°, one can keep errors in the π pulse amplitude to less than 1% and acquire undistorted images (see
Supplementary Information).
In addition to MRI, we envisage applications of our pulsed technique or related arbitrary, user-designed lattices.
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Methods
The experimental configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 3 . b in two respects. First, after the final pulse pair, a gradient pulse was applied for a time τ/2; this pulse corrects higher order errors 8, 25 . Second, to ensure that the important k = 0 point was included, the gradient was inverted in the first pulse unit, so that the first point in k-space was k(5τ/2) = −(3τ/2)γG z . All subsequent gradient pulses have positive polarity; for example, the second k-space point was k(9τ/2) = (τ/2)γG z . Note that the measurement field B m is not applied during encoding pulses; it is used solely for pointby-point k-space acquisition, enabling quadrature detection with a single sensor. The π pulse amplitude was determined in separate experiments to an accuracy of ±1%.
After the spins were encoded, the NMR signal was acquired in 1 s in a measurement field 1
Supplementary Information

Gradient Echo Imaging
The image shown in Fig. 4c was acquired using a conventional gradient echo The point-by-point k-space acquisition technique was used in the conventional image in order to match as closely as possible the conditions for the zero-field image.
The conventional imaging experiment uses the same polarizing pulse, gradients, and encoding times as does the zero-field experiment. The gradient echo sequence requires a uniform static field B 0 during encoding in order to establish a "preferred" gradient direction; components of the gradient perpendicular to B 0 are the unwanted concomitant terms. (Recall that in the zero-field sequence, the preferred gradient direction is that of the π pulses.)
Imaging Time Considerations
Our implementation of zero-field MRI involves acquiring k-space point-by-point.
The primary reason is that this method yields the real and imaginary parts of k-space, effectively providing quadrature detection with a single sensor, but the procedure is time consuming. For each of the 24 projections of the image we acquire 24 points, each taking 3.5 seconds (2-s polarizing pulse followed by up to 0.5-s encoding time and 1-s data acquisition time), and each point is averaged 10 times to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) leading to a total acquisition time of about 5.6 hours. The imaging time could be reduced substantially by using two orthogonal SQUID-based gradiometers. Since all points in one projection could be acquired in one experiment, the imaging time would be reduced by a factor of 24. Increasing the prepolarization field from 10 mT to 100 mT would increase the SNR 10-fold. As shown below, these two factors alone would reduce the acquisition time to 2-3 minutes. Adding a Helmholtz pair along the y-axis (to allow π pulses in an arbitrary direction in the y-z plane) and a second, off-diagonal gradient such as ∂B z /∂y would make it possible to perform acquisitions along arbitrary k-space trajectories, and would eliminate the need to rotate the sample. Optimized k-space sampling would result in further improvements in image quality and acquisition time.
We now outline our calculations of the statements above. In MRI, the SNR is commonly defined as the signal amplitude divided by the standard deviation of the noise. In a directly-detected experiment using two orthogonal detectors, the signal could be detected as precession about the gradient field B G during every second gradient pulse. The SNR in the directly-detected experiment is about 1/3 that of the point-by-point experiment, while the imaging time is reduced by a factor of 24.
As stated in the main text, our point-by-point imaging procedure took approximately 5.6 hours; the time is long because each k-space point is acquired in a separate experiment. The imaging time could potentially be reduced to approximately two minutes, for the equivalent SNR, by acquiring the signal directly (using two orthogonal detectors), eliminating signal averaging, and increasing the polarizing field from 10 mT to 100 mT.
We explain this estimate as follows. The direct acquisition method would reduce imaging time by a factor of 24 by acquiring all k-space points in a single experiment. The SNR loss, however, is a factor of ~3, as described previously. Elimination of signal averaging reduces imaging time by an additional factor of 10, at the cost of an additional factor of ~3 in SNR. Thus, the total SNR drops by a factor of ~9 while reducing imaging time by a factor of 240. This factor of ~9 loss in SNR can be recovered by increasing the prepolarization field from 10 mT to 100 mT. Together, these factors result in the same SNR, but with a substantial reduction in acquisition time.
Effect of a Uniform Ambient Field on Gradient Pulse Duration
The angle of precession during a field pulse of amplitude B and duration τ is given (in radians) by δ = γBτ. Solving for τ with δ = 65° ≈ 1.13 radians, γ = 2π * 42.6 Hz/µT, and B = 50 µT yields τ ≈ 85 µs.
Effect of a Uniform Ambient Field on π Pulse Amplitude
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We consider the conditions on the π pulse imposed by the presence of a uniform ambient field. The z-axis is defined to be along the direction of the applied π pulse. The z-axis is thus the desired direction of the total π pulse; in the presence of an ambient field, the field amplitude along z is given by B π (app) + B a (parallel) where B π (app) is the applied pulse and B a (parallel) is the component of ambient field parallel to the z-axis.
For a component of ambient field perpendicular to the z-axis B a (perp), the total field during the π pulse is given by (Fig. S2 
